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Built in 2001, main products: PCD welding standard insert type.

2004 year, main products are non-standard PCD, PCBN overall welding and cuter bar 
products.

2006 year, company developed to moderate cutting tool, main product is PCD straight 
shank reamer.

2007 year, company turn to high-end cutting tool development, first introduce 
VOLLMER WEDM-LS，EWAG grinding machine, machining center, ect advanced 
equipment, main product is composite reamer. And optimize service to the cutting tool 
of the auto parts.

2010 year, company improve the business, development, design, manufacturing, 
after-sales service system, for the auto parts supply complete processing application 
solution, project tools and new productions is consistent approved by the customers.

2014 year, company changed to new address, newest modern workshop, using the 
world's leading processing equipment. According to more than 10 years accumulation 
of experience, strong technical force service for auto manufacturing, aerospace.

The Development 
History Of The Company

The development history of the company

Yamada high-end tools power industry 4.0 accelerate implementation

Auto industry development

Auto core parts

Power system parts

Steering system parts

Transmission system components

Braking system components

Drive system components

Air conditioning system components

Yamada sales service center

Yamada technology center

Yamada manufacturing center
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Industry 4.0 will make the production process more flexible, strong! This will make the the value 
chain of dynamic and timely optimization and self organization to come true, and bring such as 
cost, availability and resource consumption of different standards, to the best optimizated choice. 
Through pushing industry Intelligence, not only can create unprecedented products, and increase 
efficiency of the production!Reliable, comprehensive, high quality product is one of the keys to 
realize the industrial 4.0 requirements.Yamada cutting tool as a leading domestic superhard 
precision cutting tool enterprise, has high precision and high efficiency solution experts, from 
innovative manufacturing technology, timely service to customers, to ultrashort delivery time, we 
form a good partnership with customers. Our products are based on the hole machining solution 
and high efficiency PCD and PCBN turing, milling processing. The company will adher to the 
concept of  "superhard quality ,dedicated service ", to create value for our customers , in the face of 
any challenge you encounterour ,our team will support you forever. Our high quality staff and 
leading manufacturing force will accelerate to boost 4.0 industry.

Power Industry 4.0 Is Accelerated To Realize!

YAMADA Precise 
Cutting Tool



With the rapid development of automobile electronic technology, auto intelligent technology is 
gradually applied, the auto intelligent technology makes the auto’s manipulation more and more 
simple, the dynamic and economical is more and more high, driving safety is getting better and 
better, in the heart of people the car is one kind of automatic driving cars, it can guide the driver to 
avoid heavy traffic and accident location, at the same time, it can provide much accommodation 
and entertainment online, however, because of expensive oil and the short renewable energy, 
aggravating environment pollution make the car development not only turn to intelligent but 
develop to energy conservation and protection! So each big auto makers on the world intensified 
the efforts on research and development, they hope to firmly grasp the strategic chance of the 
auto’s future, improve their core competitiveness.

Yamada tool have cooperation relations with the whole country’s automobile manufacturers, 
provided high quality, high precision, high efficiency of cutting tool solutions, no matter for the 
complex structure, strict demanding of the cylinder block, and cylinder head, or high strength 
aluminum alloy, steering system made of special materials, and by high hardness, high wear 
resistance, high rigidity material made into driving system and braking system, our advanced 
technologies and solutions, cutting tool materials which will help you realize your ideas!

When you cooperate with yamada company, you can feel innovation, creation from the technology 
innovation, we will grasped the nettle when we meet your challenges! Under the impetus of the 
science and technology, the more intelligent,more energy efficient and safer cars will appear 
constantly.
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The Development Of The Auto Industry

NO Need To Forecast The Future
The Future Is Happening
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Automotive core spare parts

Power system
The heart of the automobile, energy conversion 

device, make chemical energy transfer to 
mechanical energy and export output power!

Change the transmission ratio, making the car back under the 
condition of constant motor rotation direction, using the neutral, 
Interrupted the Power transfer  to make the engine start, idle, and 
facilitate the transmission shift or power output.

Transmission system

Air conditioning system
Consuming the power of the engine to adjust and 

control the temperature and humidity in the car, etc

Steering system
The Specialized institutions which can 
change or to recover auto's direction

Driving system

Braking system

Power transmission device between the automobile engine and driving wheels

Making the driving car according to the drivers’ requirement slow down or even stop
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Cylinder Cover

Installed the cylinder head on the 
cylinder body, let it contact with high 
temperature and high pressure’s gas 
phase, therefore it can bear a lot of heat 
load and mechanical load, complex 
process, involving many kind of cutting 
tool, it need to the complete tool to 
solve.

Cylinder Body

Cast aluminum cylinder block which 
can reduce the weight of the engine, 
enhance the cooling effect of the engine, 
improve fuel economic. Some positions 
use the bimetallic material, it has higher 
requirement to the shape and materials 
of the cutting tool.

Piston

Piston made from aluminum alloy 
which has more than 17% ‘silicon 
content, it with extremely strong wear 
resistance, and this kind of materials 
need made by more wear resistance’s 
PCD material cutting tool to process.

Oil Pan

Oil pan is the storage tank shell made of 
closed crankcase oil pan, it can prevent 
sundry go into the oil tank, generally it 
is made by aluminum alloy, and it need 
cutting tool has a longer life and higher 
stability

10

Turbocharger

Turbocharger used to produce a bigger 
engine power, it made by aluminum 
alloy material and be processed 
dimension need high smoothness and 
strict tolerance requirements, it need 
high precision and special cutting tools 
to complete.

Throttle Valve

Throttle Valve mainly controls the size 
of the size mixture into the cylinder, and 
it made by aluminum alloy material, 
complex parts, high machining precision 
requirement, in order to improve the 
production efficiency it used  a large 
number of compound forming tool.

Power system 
Components
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PCD Face Milling Cutter
Reliable Face Milling Cutter

Our advantages:
Suitable for processing of aluminum 
alloy material artifacts, diameter 
Ranging from 60 mm to 200 mm, and 
can choose the tooth type. The cutter 
head with a cold hole inside, the blade 
have a variety of insert types, so as to 
adapt to different surface roughness 
Roughness requirement. Dynamic 
balance grade G2.5, special blade clamp 
design to strengthen the safety of the 
cutting tool in high speed, easy and 
convenient to adjust the cutting tool. 
High precision! High efficiency! High 
service life!

PCD Reamer Molding
Efficient Tool

Our advantages:
Rough machining pipe orifice and 
transition surface, transition surface 
Processing use wrong tooth design, in 
order to deal with large margin, large 
contact area of shock produced during 
the cutting Still, PCD insert can be 
repeated after the insert wear, It 
maximum limit reduces the production 
cost. High cutting speed effectively 
improved cutting tool' service life and 
production efficiency.   

PCD Reamer
High Precision Cutting Tools

Our advantages:
Finishing the valve seat bottom hole and 
catheter bottom hole, The front end use 
the cemented carbide for thermal design, 
Stronger the strength of the small 
diameter of the blade, fully fit to the 
high speed machining, and ensure that 
the tube bottom hole and bottom hole in 
the same alignment, high precision 
cutting tool size effectively assure the 
strict work piece size requirements. 
With high production efficiency to 
process high production quality

4

PCD Compound Reamer
Reliable Tool

Our advantages:
Rough finish machining valve seat and 
catheter hole. Using quick change of the 
handle which has Yamada patent, not 
only can assure the accuracy of catheter 
hole, but also can replacement very 
quick after the tool wear. Seat blade use 
BT13CBN material which developed by 
Yamada designed for processing the seat 
(powder metallurgy Material) , match 
with automatic production lines, product 
quality is stable, cutting tools is with a 
long service life. The most rapid tool 
grinding service maximum reduce the 
client unit cost!

Power System 
Cylinder Cover 
Processing Program
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PCD Compound Reamer
Efficient Tool

Our advantages:
Rough machining tappet hole, and 
terminal guidance on the set meter, 
effectively restrain the vibration 
phenomenon during the high efficiency 
machining process, and it can avoid the 
aluminum scraps entangle on the insert, 
so that it can effect on chip breaker. 
When cutting tool leave the factory, the 
dynamic equilibrium preset to level 
G2.5, it effectively reduce the spindle 
wear and tear under the load conditions. 
Reliable product quality greatly 
increased the production efficiency.

PCD Reamer Molding
High Precision Cutting Tools

Our advantages:
Finishing tappet hole and tappet hole 
wall thickness are uneven, it easy to 
cause hole cylindricity out-of-tolerance 
and size unstable, the scheme adopts the 
six insert not equidistant points Ream 
machining, cutting force, the jump size 
Jump are controlled within 0.003, it 
make the cutter with extremely 
efficiency to achieve the products 
precision requirement, and can 
according to customer's different 
machine tools select heat shrinkable 
type, one-piece, flange adapter and 
different handle interface type, etc. 
When cutting tool leave the factory, the 
dynamic balance grade preset to G2.5 
and with internal cooling hole can 
achieve the cutting tools’ longest service 
life

3

PCD Reamer
High Precision Cutting Tools

Our advantages:
The spark plug hole processing scheme 
.The optimized processing plan make 
full use of modern design concept, it 
will be highly centralize on processing 
size in each tool, reduce the magnitude 
of the configuration tool. PCD cutting 
and cemented carbide substrate is the 
golden group. Maximum satisfy the 
high-speed and efficient processing 
Concept, with a more stable product 
quality greatly improve the production 
efficiency, reduce the production costs!

4

PCD Reamer
High-performance Cutting Tools

Our advantages:
Finishing sand hole, cutting tool 
structure, drainage holes are all designed 
with the chip removal effect, make a 
large number of aluminum scrap can be 
smoothly vent in the processing, so that 
it can avoid congestion in cross hole of 
aluminum, omit tedious cleaning of 
aluminum, improve the high production 
efficiency and increase the process 
safety!

1 2

3

4

Power System 
Cylinder Cover 
Processing Program
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PCD Groove Cutter
Efficient Tool

Our advantages:
Forming milling thrust surface, h tool 
set only need simple program 
instructions can complete processing, 
HSK high-speed handle’s the 
application suit high speed, strong 
cutting, the balance grade preset to G2.5 
when it left factory, when the high 
efficiency cutting, it also can reduced 
Machine tool spindle’ swear and tear at 
the same time! Extend the machine’s 
service year!
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PCD Reamer
Reliable Tool

Our advantages:
Finishing nozzle hole, flange handle 
design can make up for the machine tool 
spindle’s beating, ensure good 
machining accuracy, cutting tool edge 
and drainage holes’ special handling can 
make cutting tools with good chip 
removal. The.higher process safety let 
the production rate rise steadily.

2

PCD Ball Head Reamer
Efficient Tool

Our advantages:
Rough milling camshaft hemicycle, 
superhard PCD material shows excellent 
cutting performance when rough 
machining allowance irregular surface, 
an organic whole tool design with the 
center of the water which greatly 
Improve the metal removal rate, and 
long tool life reduce the consumption of 
the cutting tool. Stability cutting tool 
size don’t need to adjust after tool 
failure, and the whole machine 
parameters can continue processing. 
High process safety and productivity.

2 3

4

3

PCD Reamer
High Precision Cutting Tools

Our advantages:
Rough finish machining cam shaft hole, 
the PCD materials in this solution not 
only as a cutting edge, but also as a 
guide bar’s material, making full use of 
PCD characteristics of small friction 
coefficient, and special drainage holes 
design, it not only can ensure CAM 
shaft hole tolerance, roundness, 
coaxiality in deep hole processing, but 
also can obtain a good surface 
roughness.

5

5

Hard Alloy Deep Hole Drilling
Reliable Tool

Our advantages:
The main oil passage hole with deep 
hole processing, choose high hardness 
and high toughness ultrafine grain 
materials, excellent groove type, blade 
type and angle of the geometric design, 
Using the advanced numerical control 
equipment and scientific manufacturing 
process, with polishing processing, deep 
hole drilling process, they both can 
cutting fast and chip removal smooth, 
they also can spread Heat fast, realized 
the high efficiency, high precision and 
long life.

1

Power System 
Cylinder Cover 
Processing Program
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PCD Face Milling Cutter
Reliable Face Milling Cutter

Our advantages:
Principal plane processed cylinder body, 
using cutting insert and fix light insert 
combined mode, cutting tool design 
have negative chamfer to meet the big 
impact from the double material 
processing, it can prevent the blade 
collapse edge, maximum full play the 
use of the tool life. Repair light insert 
have a variety of blade to choose, in 
order to meet customers’ special 
requirement of the surface RZ, PT 
values. Ultra short delivery time, simple 
operation method, higher efficiency, it 
really reduces customers' unit cost!

1 2

Indexable Boring Cutter
Efficient Tool

Our advantages:
Rough machining cylinder hole, the 
insert use one-piece HSK high-speed 
handle and trimming cutting tool clamp 
design, fine-tuning agencies make the 
tip diameter jumped reach to minimum, 
minimize reduce the cutting force from 
the rough machining processing. The 
blade use the BT31CBN material which  
developed for cast iron, wear resistance 
and high temperature resistance make 
the cutting tool have higher service life, 
with the most cost performance efficient 
complete the cylinder hole’s rough 
machining.

3

Honing Head
High Precision Tools

Our advantages:
Finishing and Roughing quilted cylinder 
hole, advanced production equipment 
and modern production technology 
ensure the honing head round accuracy, 
high precision of honing head cooperate 
with machine tool’s  on-line monitoring 
function assure tolerance requirements 
of the machine cylinder hole roundness 
and cylindricity, stability product 
improve the using performance of the 
workpiece.

PCD Side And Face Milling Cutter
Efficient Tool

Our advantages:
Milling bearing face, tooth insert design 
greater raised the feeding of every turn, 
reduced the cutting resistance force and 
vibration, the cutting tool factory default 
dynamic balance level is G2.5, fully 
improve the stability and accuracy 
during the cutting tool in high efficiency 
processing. Cutting tools’head part use 
the alternative form, not only can more 
rapidly replace the failure cutting tool 
but also can greatly improved the 
handle’s utilization, further improve the 
production efficiency and reduce the 
product cost!

19
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Power System 
Cylinder Block 
Processing Program 
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PCD Non-standard Forming Slot Cutter
Reliable Forming Tool

Our advantages:
Roughing and finishing outside 
circumferential groove. Using the tool 
Outside the circle machining 
circumferential groove, compared to 
common tool use cast milling time 
savings More than 70%!The design of 
indexable can in a cutting tool With 
rapid and safe for replacement when 
wear!

1 2 3

PCD Non-standard Boring Cutter
Cost-effective Non-standard Boring Cutter

Our advantages:
Integrating rough finish machining, 
finishing machining use micro 
adjustable precision boring head, 
Finishing machining can be directly do 
on the pre-cast hole blank, it can satisfy 
the high precision Hole of roundness, 
cylindricity, and dimensional tolerance 
requirement. reliable  accuracy and high 
efficient!

4

PCD Reamer Molding
Reliable Forming Tool

Our advantages:
Clever tool design effectively avoid the 
Machine tool spindle and jig with low 
rigid cause to vibration phenomenon. A 
highly integrated processing size, A 
cutting feed completed, they both 
greatly increased the process safety and 
production efficiency.

1

2
3

4

5

PCD Non-standard Boring Cutter
Cost-effective Non-standard Boring Cutter

Our advantages:
Set of cylindrical milling machining, 
omit CNC lathe Process, reduce the 
times of workpiece clamping,  stability 
size, more efficient! Cutting tool preset 
dynamic balance grade G2.5, reduce the 
rate of easy to vibrate tool in the 
machining process.

PCD Reamer
Efficient Tool

Our advantages:
Mainly for single hole/blind holes to do 
finishing machining efficiency, carbide 
blade and PCD Cutting edge is gold 
combination, it can use excellent 
performance to competent high speed 
and high feed, high precision 
machining!

5

Power System
Throttle Processing Program



PCD Groove Cutter
High Precision Cutting Tools

Our advantages:
Finishing machining ring grooves, the 
special cemented carbide substrate with 
high wear resistance of PCD material, 
effectively overcome the phenomenon 
of easily cutting knife in the processing.

22

1

PCD Ball Milling Cutter
High Wear Resistance Cutters

Our advantages:
Cough finishing machining piston with 
top ball, high wear resistance PCD 
material can satisfy large margin for 
cutting, good surface roughness, high 
tool life!

PCD End Mill
Efficient Tool

Our advantages:
Rough finish machining piston top 
platform, one-piece tool handle 
structure, tool change quickly, strong 
rigidity, suitable for the large margin, 
high speed, high feed cutting.

2 3

PCD Forming Milling Cutter
High Reliability Of Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
Integrating rough finish machining of 
piston pin hole, circlip groove, hole 
Mouth/chamfer at the bottom of the bore 
is an organic whole, one time tool 
change need Multi-channel processes to 
finish, higher efficiency, after PCD 
cutting grinding we can provide 
grinding, changing service. More lower 
use-cost, shorter delivery time.

4
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Power system
The piston machining program
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Face Milling Cutter
High Efficiency Cutting Tool

Our advantage:
The roughing and finishing of oil 
bottom shell mounting surface, rapid 
removal  the margin of irregular casting  
surface, and achieve matched surface 
roughness、the strong cutting 
performance, and longer life to improve 
process efficiency and reduce 
production cost!

PCD Molding Reamer
High Efficiency Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
The roughing and finishing of 
turbocharger's internal contour, ellipsis 
the original lathe machining process, 
using the molding tool to finish 
multi-surface process by one clamping, 
high stability! High efficiency!

PCD Ball Milling Cutter
High Efficiency Cutting Tool

Our Advantages:
The roughing and finishing process of 
turbocharger's spherical contour, with 
PCD edge instead of hard alloy 
cutter,You can get good surface finish 
and longer Tool life, size is more stable. 
The special blade of the cutter process 
to avoid vibration.Higher efficiency!

PCD Reamer
High Efficiency Cutting Tool

Our advantage:
The roughing and finishing of oil 
bottom shell pin hole, standardized、
efficient reamer. Polished cutting edge 
can bring a higher surface roughness 
and longer  life! The cutting speed can 
reach 200-500m/min, with higher  
precision and the stable size for secure 
process!

1 21
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Power System
Oil Bottom Shell Processing Program

Power System
Turbo Processing Program
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Long Shell

The very important components in the 
steering system, used to fixing 
pinion-and-rack, increase the transfer 
direction of the change power and  
transmission mechanism between the 
steering pad and steering system. The 
shell consists of aluminum alloy die 
casting and compose of  many 
nonstandard,high accuracy hole, need 
large number of high precision、high 
efficiency、complex cutting tool to 
process!

Servo Shell

An important component in electric 
power steering system. To install 
assistant motor, to sense the signal  from 
vehicle speed sensor and the steering 
pad to change the torque in order to get 
the assistant power, the more 
lightweight under the low speed of the 
steering system, and more stable under 
high speed! The shell consists of large 
diameter,、thin-walled composition, 
require high accuracy、complex 
process ,a greater challenge for the 
cutting process!

Steering knuckle

Steering knuckle  is an important safety 
components in steering system, people 
all over the world pay high attention to 
security features, fully aware of its 
security is more important for its 
process. Effect should be run through 
the entire manufacturing process 
control. So the parts made from special 
high strength aluminum alloy 
die-casting,has a high requirements for 
the cutting tool!

Steering System
Spare Parts
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Indexable Molding Milling Cutter
High Performance Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
Rough machining servo house's large 
hole. According to the product, using the 
integral indexable cutter body.The body 
is greatly improved by vacuum heat 
treatment.Regid processing, suitable for 
large, high-efficiency feed cutting 
environment. Design of the cold cutter 
hole ,can achieve the desired cooling 
and chip effect  during processing.Tool 
factory set balance grade G2.5, meet the 
state of high speed cutting stabilityto 
decrease the abrasion of machine tool 
spindle. Perfect processing quality to get 
the cost-effective

2

2

PCD Molding Reamer
High Precision Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
The roughing and finishing of servo 
house's large eccentric hole. In the state 
of thin Wall、broken hole、large 
diameter to ensure strict state lattice 
diameter、roundness, roughness is high 
challenge. The cutter adopts integral six 
blade structure design, advanced 
manufacturing process assure strict 
tolerances, micron edge jump、
precision dynamic balance greatly 
improve the stability of machining parts, 
process of high difficulty hole also have 
high processing efficiency!

3

3

PCD Molding Reamer
High Efficiency Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
The roughing and finishing servo shell 
valve core hole. Flange type handle 
design can precisely adjust tool jump 
verticality, make up for defective of the 
machine spindle to ensure the tool a 
good accuracy of the size in the 
machine. Using the tool guide bars can 
assure concentricity of workpiece's two 
bearing hole, and could have the 
inhibition effect of vibration, improve 
the surface roughness. Center water 
outlet device designed for the tool 
processing in the deep hole can have 
good fluent and chip removal effect, 
greatly improve the process safety!

PCD Slot Milling Cutter
High Efficiency Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
The inner ring groove of fine milling 
valve core hole. Bold and innovative 
design make use of molding 
successfully to Slot milling. Forming a 
plurality of grooves milling in one 
time,reducing the use frequency and tool 
change, greatly improve machining 
efficiency. The tool center water outlet 
design Meter, can effectively reduce the 
heat of cutting area, reduce the tool 
abrasion,make the tool have longer life!

4

4

Steering system
Servo Shell 
Processing Program
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PCD Reamer
High Performance Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
The roughing and finishing of  rack hole 
processing. Tooth with asymmetric 
edge,special guide strip distribution 
design can effectively deal with a long 
amount of extension bend, vibration of 
cutter problem, improve the processing 
efficiency of reamer self guide,this 
technological assure the advanced 
grinding tool concentricity and 
roundness. internal cooling hole design 
improve the outlet of the chip, adapt to 
large inlet, high depth of cut,high 
processing, greatly improve the 
production efficiency!

2

PCD Molding Reamer
High Performance Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
Roughing machining rotary valve hole. 
HSK high speed tool shank and 
advanced grinding technology make the 
beating, blade cutting edge quality, size 
precision to be improved greatly. Using 
the guide bar and the center water outlet 
technology greatly improve the stability 
of machining tools, shorten the 
processing  cycle. The tool has longer 
life, high precision, high efficiency!

PCD Precision Boring
High Precision Tool

Our advantages:
Finishing machining rotary valve hole. 
High precision fine tuning mechanism 
design can adjust the cutter size fast, 
simple of the steady state, the high rigid 
locking plate provid the pressing  strong 
force,safety! Through the guide strip 
and flange adapter interface The design  
successfully solve of the coaxial degree 
and circle workpiece column degrees. 
Dynamic balance G2.5 tool factory 
reduce the machine tool spindle wear, 
make the cutter with high tolerance 
requirements and ensure the processing 
hole to be high Production efficiency!

PCD Molding Milling Cutter
High Performance Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
The roughing and finishing of  both hole 
ends. A  cutter tool process both Inner 
hole and excircle, tool change for once 
finish the completion of the two step 
processing, greatly improving the 
productionefficiency. The cutter head 
with super hard PCD material, 
optimization of the edge, so that the tool 
has good cutting performance in large 
cutting margin condition Maintaining a 
good dimensional accuracy and surface 
roughness degree! Advanced design 
concepts, the perfect fusion In the 
forming process!

41
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2 3

4

Steering System
Long Shell 
Processing Program
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PCD Molding Milling Cutter
High Performance Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
he roughing and finishing of processing 
bracket hole, two edge surface and 
chamfer.The 工-shaped design can be 
used in the tool boring milling bracket 
hole and plane,Then lifting cutter 
around the milling under the plane and 
chamfer, prevent cutter from the surface 
scraping, reduce the number of tool 
change greatly improving the processing 
efficiency, reduce the tool cost!

42

PCD Precision Boring Cutter
High Precision Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
Finishing presssure hole. High precision 
micrsoft mechanism design can adjust 
the cutter size fast, simple  the steady 
state, the high rigid locking plate provid 
the  strong pressing, improve process 
safety! The guide bar adopt PCD 
material, wear resistance small 
coefficient of friction, greatly improve 
the process size precision, smoothness 
and cutter bar life. The workpiece 
quality and stability improve the 
competitiveness.

1 3

PCD Thread Milling Cutter
High Performance Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
The presssure of thread milling. The 
four cutting edge design greatly improve 
the feed per rotate, improve the remove 
capacity of metal material. The use of 
PCD blade not only can improve the life 
of cutting tools but also can get good 
surface roughness and thread precision. 
Design of cutter center can reduce the 
Chip remove of cutting area by heat 
raise during the process, Really high 
performance and efficient cutting tool!

PCD Boring Cutter With Indexable Inserts

High Efficiency Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
Roughing machining pressure block 
hole, plane, chamfer to meet roughing 
processing tool quick and safety of  
remove large blank margin 
requirements. Non standard  boring 
cutter with indexable inserts based on 
multi segment hole,plane, inverted angle 
processing at the same time. The 
processing choose different material of 
indexable cutter sheet  according to 
different workpiece material and, has 
more extensive adaptability, meet 
rouging and  finishing process. Dynamic 
balance grade G2.5 of tool factory meet 
the high-speed cutting shapeto reduce 
the machine tool spindle grinding 
underv low stability .The perfect process 
has very high price advantage!

1 2
3

4

Steering system
Long shell 
processing Program
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PCD Molding Reamer
Long Life Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
Roughing process rotary valve hole. 
Integrated tool structure design.Using 
HSK high speed tool shank.High 
precision and rigidity of the whole tool. 
The water outlet hole and the guide bar 
to cooperate to use, not only can avoid 
the vibration in high speed roughing 
process but also can improve the remove 
of the deep hole row.There are  high 
process safety and processing 
efficiency! Dynamic balance grade G2.5 
of factory, prolong machine spindle life!

PCD Reverse Boring Cutter
High Precision Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
Reverse finishing process rotary valve 
hole. The use of micro precision 
adjustable boring head make the reverse 
boring cutter precision adjustment.The 
design of the eccentric cutter arbor in 
the rotary table can not spin to state 
from the front under the cutting tool 
back pull finishing rotary valve bearing 
hole, not only can ensure good 
dimensional accuracy and higher 
guarantees two bearing gear 
concentricity. The cutting tool bar 
material by vacuum heat treatment with 
higher strength and hardness,assure 
stability and  life of cutting tools!

1 2 4 5

PCD Molding Milling Cutter
High Performance Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
Finishing process rotary valve side hole, 
positive and negative hole mouth 
chamfer. Advanced design idea of 
Molding tool ,composite multiple 
processing procedures, can ensure the 
diameter of the hole accuracy, precision 
and roughness.Can complete the hole 
bottom chamferprocess, reduce the 
amount of use, improve the process 
efficiency, reduce production cost!

PCD Boring Cutting Tool With 
Indexable Inserts
High Performance Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
Roughing process rotary valve side hole, 
plane. Tool design adopt  indexable 
inserts with the lateral fixation drill 
head. Blade and drill bit adopt coated 
carbide processing.Good wear 
resistance, longer  life, and And the 
failure of the cutter head can be fast  
changed!  Adopt high strength screw 
pressing. Long  life, higher safety 
technology!

34

PCD Molding Reamer
High Reliability Of Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
The roughing and finishing process of 
rotary valve eccentric hole. In large 
diameter,damaged hole, thin-walled 
adverse factor to assure the strict size 
tolerances, the cylindricity is great 
challenge. The cutting tool adopts the 
design of molding process, edge is 
special treated, and high demand 
dynamic balance grade production, To 
meet the high requirements of the 
process precision, and maintain a high 
cutting efficiency, long tool life, process 
safety to ensure the tool  price 
advantage!
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Steering System
Long Shell 
Processing Program
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PCD Molding Of Drilling And 
Milling Cutter
High Performance Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
The roughing and finishing process 
mounting hole. Hole processing adopt 
the lateral fixation and hard alloy bit 
structure which can assure the hole 
tolerance, roughness, and can rapidly 
change the failed drill for grinding 
processing.Taper manufacturing by 
welding PCD cutter head, sharp cutting, 
wear resistance make the cutter blade 
have good processing performance and 
long tool life. The drill bit and a cutter 
body design with internal cooling 
water,make chip remove effect better. 
Cutting tool performance has price 
advantage!

1 2

PCD T type Milling Cutter
High Performance Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
Finishing process inside installation  
hole side surface. The cutting tool bar 
material Through a special heat 
treatment, the tool have a good strength 
in the long strength overhanging state. 
Double screw cap lock mode provides 
greater locking force, make the tool a 
higher security! The whole tool dynamic 
balance grade G2.5 meet the  stability 
under high-speed rotation, to obtain 
good surface quality.Dense teeth using 
PCD cutting tool head.High feed per 
rotate, the cutting tool has a high 
process efficiency and life!

1

2

Steering System
Steering Knuckle 
Processing Program
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Synchronizer

Synchronizer adopt high wear 
resistance, high strength materials.As an 
important part of the manual gear box, 
needs to endure high strike and friction 
force. Big challenge for using ife under  
wear-resistant material of cutting tools!

The Shell Of The Transmission

Adopt the high silicon aluminum die 
casting, install shift structure, the 
structure of the differential mechanism, 
drive shaft and other important 
parts.Box Body and Thin-Walled 
structures bright high difficulty for the 
surface process and big hole process!

The Shell Of The Transmission

Adopting the high silicon aluminum die 
casting, install important component of 
clutch device, flywheel group, starting 
motor and drive shaft, connected with 
the engine power output Joint! Complex 
structure, poor rigidity bright a great 
challenge for the cutting tool!

39

Transmission System
Spare parts
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PCD Drill And Reamer
High Performance Cutting Tool

Our advantage:
The roughing and finishing process 
transmission mounting holes, PCD 
cutting blade and rake face polishing 
treatment make the tool good cutting 
performance in broken, chip removel, 
hold high dimensional accuracy and 
surface roughness. HSK high speed 
pyrocondensation shank provides good 
clamping force and rapid tool change, 
improve the cutting tool repeated use of 
handle! Release the tool construction to 
reduce tool inventory cost!

2

PCD Compound Reamer
High Reliability Of Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
The roughing and finishing process of 
transmission mounting hole, dense teeth 
design and special tool edge  treatment, 
effective to avoid  low rigidity of 
thin-walled parts , low strength caused 
by vibration! Chip removel can be 
improved in the cold water outlet design 
tool, Improve the cutting tool life! 
Dynamic balance Level G2.5 of factory 
and multiple design tool dynamic 
balance adjustment mechanism is 
advantageous to assure the Symmetry of 
cutting tool body!

PCD Face Milling Cutter
High Performance Tool

Our advantages:
Finish processtransmission  mounting 
side, overall welding,dense teeth side 
milling cutter design, greatly improving 
the remove of metal and the process 
stability.All cutting edge jump, diameter 
jump are assured within 0.003,Tool 
adjustment can avoid the cumbersome 
to achieve the perfect processed surface! 
The tool presetting dynamic 
balance.Grade G2.5 can effectively and 
in high speed processing to reduce wear 
on the machine spindle! Tool wear 
disappeared can provide grinding 
,greatly reduces tool  cost!

PCBN Groove Cutter
Long Life Tool

Our advantages:
Precision cutting of synchronizer ring 
groove, optimization of tool post 
pressing mechanism provide fast, more 
pressing force, can effectively assure  
the stability of tool!Groove cutter 
selection of high wear resistance, 
collapse resistance 、chipping CBN 
composite piece under chemical 
stability, pay attention to the tool life 
when emphasis on life.The tool has the 
high price advantage!

1

1

2

2

2

Transmission System
Shell/Synchronous 
Process Program
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ABS Valve

Anti lock brake system can improve the 
driving car safety of emergency braking, 
ABS valve is the basic componentsin 
the system, used to install motor, 
electromagnetic valve, accumulator and 
other important electronic element! The 
valve body is made of aluminum, which 
has a large number of the blind hole, 
through hole, cross hole. Szie  accuracy 
and  roughness demanding is high.Long 
life and chip remove is the  important 
point of this tool.

43

PCBN Tool Holder Pcbn 
Machine
High Wear-resisting Tool

Our advantages:
The roughing and finishing process of 
brake disc. The cutter tool bar adopts the 
advanced tool steel which is vacuum 
heat treated, has high hardness and 
rigidity! The blade adopts imported high 
wear-resisting PCBN material. 
Advanced grinding process assure high 
dimensional stability and the shortest 
delivery time! The material of 
workpiece with high wear resistance,  
special blade.Special chamfering 
passivation treatment, in order to ensure 
long life and surface roughness, improve 
the price advantage,reduce the 
customer's cost!

Brake Disc

Brake disc is a very important part in  
braking system, need to bear the great  
friction to make stop the movement. 
Generally highly made use of grey cast 
iron grinding. By lathe work process, 
need to have more high wear resistance, 
long life!

1

1

Brake System
Spare Parts

Brake System 
Brake Disc Process Program
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PCD Reamer
Economic Cutter Tool

Our advantages:
Finishing valve motor hole. The cutter 
body adopts hard Alloy and tool steel 
welding structure, which can meet the 
tool rigidity and accuracy, but also can 
reduce the number of purchase cost, so 
that the tool has more high performance 
of price advantage! Double straight hole 
of cold water outlet, and drainage 
channel in the edge for the Kick around 
of blind hole processing.Improve the 
safety and size stability of the process!

PCD Reamer
High Precision Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
Finishing the valve piston hole. Multiple 
step deep hole with working piston hole, 
special  design of water outlet structure 
can effectively prevent  aluminum 
scraps broken from the aluminum 
processing and twine body problem. The 
cutter body design of guide can assure 
the cutting tool good dimensional 
accuracy and stability under high speed 
Ultrafine particles of PCD cutter head 
have longer life and surface finish!

2

2

3
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PCD Reamer
High Precision Cutter Tool

Our advantages:
Finishing  valve body electromagnetic 
valve hole. Using ultrafine particles of 
PCD, can be sharpened to be trenchant 
edge.More sharpen blade to reduce 
cutting resistance and torque, so that the 
cutting tool in process aluminum can 
have long life and good surface! Process 
ultrafine zinc wire, can assure the inner 
contour arc cutting edge Rmax0.1, 
which can satisfy the high requirement  
of  workpiece contour precision! High 
precision tool assure the size accuracy 
and process stability, meet customer 
requirements of high-precision process!

PCD Reamer
High Precision Cutter Tool

Our advantages:
Finishing process valve accumulator 
hole. High soluble crumbs slot room 
design soluble good under high speed, 
high efficiency.Double straight hole cold 
water outlet design can ensure good 
surface and dimensional stability! High 
efficiency, long life and low cost to  
achieve large quantities of high 
precision hole processing!

4

4

Brake System
ABS Valve  
Process Program
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Besides-Star Wheel

Besides-Star Wheel is a bell shaped with 
a spline shaft parts A constant velocity 
universal joint, is one of the main 
component. The cavity fairway and 
spherical structure, processing by 
forging,cutting, heating, roll forging 
billet, preforging, forging and other 
processes with a few,and then fire and 
shot peening treated. The mainstream 
processing technology are used in order 
to car / milling instead of 
grinding,increase the work efficiency, 
reduce the pollution of the environment.

Joint

Joint is a hollow sphere with inner and 
outer sphere heart, open the sphere with 
6 uniformly distributed points Oblong 
ball groove don't hold a steel ball, the 6 
steel balls remain in the same plane. 
Joint spherical matched inner spherical 
surface and the inner star wheel 
together, the inner spherical surface 
matched with the outer spherical star 
wheel alloy. Deterioration of 
environment protection,Most 
manufacturers are used in milling 
instead of grinding,the life of cutting 
tools, process efficienc is the biggest 
challenge you have encountered!

Inner-Star wheel

Spherical of inner-star wheel and inner 
spider sphereof joint match toghter, the 
middle is splined hole, the outer surface 
is the center of the sphere spherical, 
with 6 uniformly distributed spherical 
road. Precision forging experienced 
cutting, heating,warm forging, 
annealing, saponification of phosphorus, 
finishing and so on.The main processing 
steps are hard machining,hard milling, 
high requirement for broken and 
wear-resisting of the cutting tool!

Drive System
Spare Parts
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Drive System
Besides-star Wheel 
Machining Program

2

PCBN Insert
High-speed And High-efficiency Cutting 
Tools

Our advantages:
Possessing Continuous cutting 
bell-shaped outside diameter. Using the 
CBN material of high-purity Titanium 
nitride radical binder,developed 
specifically for high-speed and 
continuous processing hardened 
steel.We value the high-speed and 
high-efficiency ,at the same time 
increase the resistance to wear and 
collapse and chemical stability.It can 
bear high-temperature up to 1000℃ in 
the cutting area,and make the cutting 
tools lifelong! The blade adopting fully 
automated grinding device,can 
guarantee good stability and  cost 

PCBN Insert
Long-life Cutting Tools

Our advantages：
Owning strong inerrupted turning 
bell-shaped inside diameter.It adopt 
sultramicron CBN particles with 
excellent resistance to crash and 
wear,developed specifically for strong 
inerruptedcutting hardened steel andcast 
iron materials. Greatly reducing the 
incidental sudden collapse during the 
strong inerruption,makes the cutting 
tools stable and  lifelong, thus 
improving working efficiency and 
reducing the producing cost!

PCBN Milling Cutter 
High Performance,new Type Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
Hard milling bell-shaped shell 
fairway.New type forming toolgrinding 
technology and application of CBN 
material  can process hardened steel 
through turn milling instead of grinding. 
Milling one-time of complex tool hub  
finishing rough finish machining,not 
only can get production quility ,but also 
cut down the producingtime.The input 
and cost of  milling device is lower than 
grinding ,and The tool deploys can be 
reduced because of high efficiency 
proces-ing.So it will save the cost of 
producing and raise the 
competitivenessof product!

1

2

3
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PCBN Insert
Longlife Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
Strong interruped turning inside star 
wheel outside diameter.Exellent CBN 
material of resistance to collapse and 
wear,Greatly reducing the incidental 
sudden collapse during the strong 
inerruption,makes the cutting tools 
stable and  lifelong.Service of cutter 
repairing grinding can help to return to 
Cutter Grind Base to repair  after 
abrasion,the repair cost is low ,while the 
use life is next to new cutter,that will 
promote the reuse of resource,we're 
dedicated to reduce the producing cost 
and improve the production quility.

1

1

1

1

PCBN End Mill
Longlife Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
Hard milling ball cage window 
profile.The PCBN end mill cutter of 
high resistance to wear and collapse 
replacing the grinding process 
successfully,increases the processing 
efficiency and production quility.Big 
negative rake design not only improves 
the cutting edge strength,but also 
lengthens the contact area beween blade 
and workpiece,which increases the use 
life of cutting tool. Dry cutting is better 
for global environment and resource 
recycling than grinding,meeting the 
trend of modern processing. Cutting tool 
of high-speed ,high-efficiency and 
lifelong always offers you suitable 
solution. 

PCBN Ball Milling Cutter
High Performance,new-type Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
Hard milling inside star wheel 
lane.Advanced forming tool cutter 
grinding texure,not only can ensure 
strict arc accuracy of ball milling 
cutter,but also make every cutter the 
same,to fit double spindle machine 
operating requirement, reduce 
changeover time,and realize higher craft 
safety in reliable cutter quility.Easy 
environment of maching assure spotless 
surface roughness, longer cutting tool 
life will meet your requirement of 
high-efficiency and high-flexibility.

2

2

Drive System
The Ball Cage 
Machining Program Drive System

Inside-star Wheel Process Program
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Planetary Plate/swash Plate

Generally made by aluminum alloy 
material,driven by the transmission 
shaft,it converts rotary motion into 
rectilinear motion of piston.

Piston

Auto air-condition compressor piston 
makes reciprocating motion in bore hole 
under the drive of inclined plate, and 
contacts with refrigerating fluid 
directly.The ball socket maching has 
very high demand for surface finish and 
roundness,so PCD end-milling cutter is 
the best option.

Rear Cylinder Body

Adopting cast aluminium material,it 
matches with front bumpe to support 
piston reciprocating motion.To ensure 
the concentricity of front and behind 
bore hole ,we generally adopt one-tool 
machining of overlaping front and 
behind bumpe, it has a high requirement 
to the length and  rigidity of cutting tool.   

Front Cylinder Body  

Adopting cast aluminium 
material.Genery design includes 5 bore 
holes,the piston makes reciprocating 
motion in bore hole.It matches precisely 
with piston to compact refrigerating 
fluid,so that produce refrigeration 
effect.So the roundness, cylindricity and 
diameter accuracy of the bore hole are 
very precise.

Front Cover

The front cover is used for the assembly 
of electromagnetic clutch ，belt 
pulley，bearing and transmission 
shaft,with a very high demand for size 
precision and surface finish.

Rear Cover

Assemble with rear bumpe,aluminum 
alloy material,it is used for inputing low 
temperature and pressure refrigerating 
fluid,exhausting high pressure 
refrigerating fluid through piston 
compressing,in order to 
cool.Mult-stepped craftsmanship of 
intaking and exhausting piston hole is 
your great challenge. 

53

Conditioning System
Spare Parts
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Non-standard Indexable 
Boring Tool
High-efficiency Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
With rough maching bore hole,removing 
the workblank remains in the bore hole 
safely and quickly,and chamfering at 
orifices,it is ready to finish machining. 
The design of indexable cutter structure 
and the use of  PCD boring tool can 
improve the processing efficiency and 
using life greatly,with high cost 
performance  

PCD Reamer
High precision cutting tool

Our advantages:
With finish maching bore hole, it 
changes the traditional single-blade 
boring hole into six-insert reamer 
reaming, using flange switching cutter 
handle, can overcome clients defective 
workmanship,such as tool spindle 
jumping,no center out of the water, and 
poor rigidness,can accord the  roundness 
and cylindricity, aperture of  bore hole 
with the drawing,and can resolve the 
demand for customer efficient 
craft.Cutting tool out of factory preset in 
dynamic equilibrium level G2.5, in 
order to reduce the wear of spindle 
during high-speed machining, and make 
cutting tool long life.

Non-standard indexable 
slotting tool
High-efficiency Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
With finish maching insert groove, it 
changes the traditional  mode of end 
mill machining around circular .Precise 
cutter holder design, large adjusting 
range, suitable for the workpiece of 
different specifications in the same 
series,so you don't need to change the 
cutter,but simply adjust the changable 
diameter of cutter holder ,that will 
reduce the switching type time and 
improve the efficiency of machining. 
The PCD groove blade with sharp and 
wearable cutting resistance of low 
cutting edge will make the cutter more 
long life.

1

Air-conditioning System
Front/rear Cylinder 
Process Program
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PCD Ladder Reamer
High-performance Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
With rough finish maching of rear cover 
valve hole, rough and finish machining 
of the blind hole in the condition of 
mult-Ladder,large allowance and no 
internal cooling , particular cutting edge 
design can prevent the vibration and 
attached Dust during the large allowance 
cutting  . The space design of big 
dissolving  slot crumb has a good effect 
to remove crumb, and can protect the 
aluminum crumb from scratching 
processed surface.We can offer for 
change and repair grinding of the blade 
after cut wear ,which makes each tool to 
the greatest economic benefit.

PCD Drill Reamer
High-efficiency Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
With rough finish maching of front 
cover valve hole, PCD point designed 
by cutting edge,can effectively deal with 
the cast problelm , for example, 
workblank allowance is uneven  in the 
rough machining and the bottom of the 
hole is solid ,that will make the cutting 
tool cut better.Extrusion cutting design 
of PCD cutting edge makes the 
processed surface obtain higher 
Roughness and brightness. It can leave 
out finish machining procedure, greatly 
improving efficiency of producing and 
stability of size.

1

1

1

1

Air-conditioning System
Front/rear Cylinder 
Cover Processing Program
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PCD Double Edge Ball Cutter
Long Life Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
With rough finish turing piston ball 
socket. Double-point tool design 
cooperates with special customer frock 
clamp, and changes the original rough 
finish machining of two machines and 
cutters respectively into a machine and 
cutter  for a blade rough machining, and 
the other edge finish machining,so as to 
multiplied improve processing 
efficiency. Advanced grinding 
technology with special grinding wheel 
material makes the processed ball socket 
have a better roundness and the mirror 
roughness. Long tool life greatly 
reduces the consumption quantity of the 
cutters and saves the customer cost of  
producing.

PCD Ball Milling Cutter
Long Life Cutting Tool

Our advantages:
Rough and fine milling planet ball 
socket. Large quantities of 
high-efficiency processing planet ball 
and socket, asks the cutting tool of good 
stability and life, YAMADA has the 
world Leading grinding equipment with 
special customization of grinding wheel 
material, making ball milling socket to 
have better roundness and mirror 
roughness. Stable product quality 
greatly reduces the outage rate caused 
by cutting tool.

1 1
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1

Air-conditioning System
Piston Machining Program
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YAMADA Sales Service Center
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Sales Network
YAMADA  has built a perfect sales and after-sales service system at present,covering Yangtze river 
delta, the pearl river delta and across the country with Shanghai as the center , when you need us, 
our team can timely appear and work together on the production line with you, analysis the case of 
processing and manufacturing 
and recommend reasonable processing scheme. You can contact us through many ways. 
Tel: (86) 21-69208966                    Fax: (86) 21- 69209362
E-mail:sales@yamadachina.com   website: www.yamadachina.com  service hotline: 400-968-8966

Sales Team
YAMADA TOOL ,as the leader of automabile making,aerospace cutting tool research and 
development and manufacturing suplier,has professional pre-sales and after-sales service team, 
standardized management processes.From the customer demand intention, to the order 
confirmation and order issued production, till the delivery,use and maintenance of product, we 
provide you with the whole course of tracking service, guaranteeing the greatest realization of 
customer requirement.We help customers reduce cost and improve efficiency by our heart,and get 
continuous success,to rise the competitiveness in the whole industry chain.Superhard quality, 
dedicated service, with all our heart ,to be perfect, We're always checking customer demand and 
exceeding customer expectation.

Sales Concept
YAMADA TOOL always takes the customer as the center, provides superhard cutting tools of 
high-quality, fast delivery, superior service, to practice our concept of superhard quality, dedicated 
service.

YAMADA Internet Store

Both standard products and non-standard customized products can could be seen in yamada's 
official website in the future:such as online inquiry, uploading the workpiece drawing to ask the 
tool scheme and the confirmation,online orders, order status tracking, shipping express tracking, 
cutting tool usage Feedback, and seeking technical support , a series of actions, no matter where 
you are , you can operate smoothly, so convinient! Here you can also make technical 
communication with us, see the yamada technology information sharing, product display, etc.

YAMADA Store In Preparation
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Technical Innovation
We have a young, passionate technical team, focusing on innovation, creation and technological 
innovation, actively develop new technology and new products really suitable for customers and 
ourselves. At present, the company has more than 20 patents, relying on the pantent technology 
improves the customer's production efficiency, reduces the production cost, makes YAMADA  
tools become the leader of hard precision cutting tool industry in China !

Exclusive Customization
YAMADA has more than ten years of experience  in the industry,and many successful application 
cases, to provide comprehensive and operable processing application solutions. We regard you as 
partners rather than a simple client,to make different customized products and solutions  according 
to different user needs suitable , and become your private tailored experts. We not only offer you  
products, but also to mention comprehensive solutions, to improve your processing precision,  
quality and capacity.

The Most Reasonable And Fast
YAMADA technical center adhering to the design concept of "the most reasonable and fast" , from 
the single tool design to the project plan packaged ,we have a complete management process. 
Always make sure that each tool can reach your highest production efficiency, product quality and 
the lowest cost. We actively organize to participate in industry seminar, share professional 
knowledge with customers and relevant industry representatives, listen to your opinions and 
suggestions, to discuss the most reasonable solution of the special parts ,we will regard your 
challenge as our goal! I The team with rich experience are always at your service!

YAMADA Technical Center
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Details
A blade from simple to complex composite reamer we will pay attention to the details of control. 
Quality inspection and control during the production are needed in every working procedure, 
focusing on cultivating the quality consciousness of every employee, we emphasize on the quality , 
which is produced rather than testing. We ensure the quality of the final through quality 
management during the production . To ensure that every production can meet and exceed your 
expectations!

Lean Production
The source of enterprise realizing the value is the customer, we view product design and 
manufacturing process from the viewpoint of the customer , identify value-added activities and all 
kinds of waste in the flow of value, without charging customers additional expenses , to meet 
customer demand in the most effective way. We use modern ERP management system, tracing 
production management mode,.we not only can trace the used times of raw materials, and even can 
trace the process of every work personnel,the use of grinding wheel and grinding time, to ensure 
that the problem can be effectively, fast analyzed and dealed with,finally to be improved,when 
something goes wrong in production.

YAMADA Manufacturing Center
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